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Kelly,

Just a short note to thank you once again for making my job as a writer and editor so 
much easier. I confess, I was a little surprised to realize that it has indeed been almost 20 
years now that we¹ve worked together in the boating and RV industries. I always
aappreciate receiving your new product and client news information because it¹s always 
on target, always on time, always complete and always ready to go. I love the fact you go 
the extra mile and attach Canadian distribution information along with links to great 
quality, high resolution photography right on the release, so I don't have to go
digging it out myself. The releases always have pricing information, packaging details, 
contact details contact details for more info ... basic elements that so many companies just don't think 
to provide. So when that major deadline is looming, it is inevitably the companies you 
represent that get the ink and appear in the finished magazine.
 
I think I think you know how many announcements I receive in a given week. The reason I¹ve 
always used your releases is because, quite simply, no one else does it better. The fact so 
many of your clients have remained clients over such a time span says enough about 
how well you represent them. So thank you!

Seriously Kelly, you have no idea how much your hard work is appreciated.

Warmest personal regards,

Craig Ritchie
wwwww.craigdritchie.com

September, 2021
Dear Kelly – 

We are happy that you send releases we can use, often more than one (like for 
September) for an issue! Keep them coming!

Cheers,
Sue Ingle Owen
SeaSea Technology magazine

December, 2020
Kelly,

Good morning, hope all is well with you and your family.

Wanted to pass along my congratulations on the milestone Martin Flory Group 
has achieved and recognized for in today’s Boating Industry’s Top News. GSW is 
very appreciative of our relationship with your team and the work all of you
pprovide to the Marine Industry as well as for NMRA. Please share our
congratulations with everyone. 

https://boatingindustry.com/news/2020/12/17/martin-flory-group-hits-pr-milestone/

Merry Christmas.

Craig Cochran
GSW and Associates

From the industry:
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Take The Next Step

After seeing the many ways in which your PR program could produce editorial coverage to contribute to
your sales growth, let's make plans to work together.  You can contact us at:

Martin Flory Group
PO Box 360, Gurnee, IL 60031
847-662-9070  |  info@martinflory.com

YYou likewise can see the types of press releases we create for clients by visiting our Media Resource Site
at www.martinflory.com. 
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